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Several articles have been written for previous issues of Serials
which have described in detail the historical background of the
ISSN system, together with its structure and functions. Therefore I
would like to give only a brief introduction to these topics, then to
set the ISSN UK Centre in its British Library context, give an
overview of the work it does and mention particularly recent
changes affecting both the UK Centre and the wider international
system.
The International Serials Data System came into being after the
publication of UNZSZST: study report on the feasibility of a world
science information system by UNESCO in 1971 and so is fast
approaching its 25th anniversary. It exists to create a worldwide
register of serial titles, as many as possible identified by a unique
International Standard Serial Number (ISSN). The ISSN consists of
8 digits (the last of which is a check digit), and is printed in the
format 0000-0000. It is frequently used as a control number in
automated systems by libraries and subscription agents and is
increasingly being used in various serials barcoding systems
worldwide. These include the EAN barcoding system now used
by most UK retail outlets, and the SISAC (Serials Industry Systems
Advisory Committee) issue/article identifier code used on
academic journals, particularly in the States.
The International Serials Data System was set up as a network of
national centres, many in the respective national library, coordinated by the International Centre in Paris which was set up in
1974. New centres are being established all the time; there are now
over 60. Each is responsible for assigning ISSN to the serial
publications of its own country, while the International Centre
assigns both for those counties which do not have a centre and for
international organisations. Policy issues are determined by the
General Assembly (which meets bi-annually) and Governing
Board (meeting annually), while technical matters are discussed at
an annual meeting of the Directors of national centres. The term
International Serials Data System is now an anachronism, as in
1992 the Directors agreed that it did not reflect the system's raison
d'etre clearly enough. The ISDS became simply the ISSN network,
and national centres were asked to change their names
accordingly. In April 1993 the UK National Serials Data Centre
officially became the ISSN UK Centre.
The ISSN UK Centre is based in the Acquisitions Processing and
Cataloguing Directorate (AP&C)of the British Library. It is part of
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the Cataloguing function, which relocated from 2
Sheraton St in London to the Librarys Boston Spa
site in June 1992. The Centre's most recent
Director, Janice Wrench, retired in September
1994 and Sally Strutt was named as Acting
Director.
All serials work within the Record Creation
section of AP&C is now performed by one team,
of which the ISSN UK Centre is a part. Of a team
of six Curators, the equivalent of two full-time
staff (with clerical support) operate the Centre,
dealing with all requests for ISSN and ensuring
that all completed records are despatched for
input to the ISSN UK file on BLAISE ( the British
Library Automated Information Service) and the
international ISSN Register. The Centre is always
busy, with a high level of requests by telephone,
fax, letter and occasionally e-mail. The other
members of the serials team are creating
catalogue records for the Library's collections and
the British National Bibliography, but are also
completing ISSN records for numbers assigned by
the Centre in advance of publication and
examining serials received through legal deposit
which do not already have a number. If the
publication qualifies for an ISSN a number is
assigned; the publisher is informed and asked to
print it on future issues.
The total number of ISSN assigned to UK
publications each year is increasing steadily; in
the year ending March 1995,4623 assignments
were made. This is very nearly twice the number
made in 1987. Of the total, 67% were in response
to publishers' requests, and of these 73% were
requested in advance of publication. The UK
Centre has at the time of writing contributed
46,478 records to the international ISSN Register,
which now holds more than 730 000 records. The
Register is available on CD-ROM as ISSN
Compact, published by the International Centre
and distribilted by Chadwyck-Healey. It is the
only authoritative source of validated ISSN
worldwide, and is therefore an invaluable tool.
ISSN Compact also contains the List of Serial Title
Word Abbreviations, to which the national
centres contribute and which the International
Centre maintains.
Which types of publication can be assigned
ISSN? The International Organization for
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Standardization definition of a serial, IS03297, is
the standard used:
"A publication, in printed form or not,
issued in successive parts usually having
numerical or chronological designations and
intended to be continued indefinitely. Serials
include periodicals, newspapers, annuals
(reports, yearbooks, directories etc.), the
journals, memoirs, proceedings, transactions,
etc. of societies, and monographic series."
The ISSN UK Centre's policy is to assign a
number to any publication for which one is
requested, as long as it falls within the above
definition. However, for material received on
legal deposit certain criteria are adopted when
deciding whether to assign a number or not.
ISSN would not be assigned to (for example)
children's literature, pornography, promotional
material, internal newsletters or items of less than
national scope. If this type of material is assigned
a number because a publisher has requested one
(usually because one is needed for a barcode), a
less detailed record (known as "limited
registration") is created.
The IS0 definition does not rule on a particular
frequency of publication outside which a
publication cannot be seen as a serial, and it is
very often unclear from the first issue how often it
will be published. Items published annually and
less frequently will often have ISBN already, but
this in no way precludes the assignment of an
ISSN to the title. Many monographic series,
report series and directories use both numbering
systems and so can easily be treated by libraries
either as monographs or serials. According to
ISSN rules, supplements to journals should carry
their own ISSN as long as they are also intended
to be continuous. Their records will be linked to
those of the parent journals in the ISSN database.
If a serial is published in more than one edition
(e.g. language editions, regional editions), a
separate ISSN is required for each one. The
record for each edition will be linked to the others
in the ISSN database. This is also now the case for
serials published in different physical formats; the
original policy whereby a serial existing in more
than one format (e.g. print and microfiche) had
the same ISSN has now been changed following
consultation with publishers and users. A new
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linking field (MARC tag 776) is being introduced
into the ISSN fonnat to facilitate this change.
Another change to the ISSN format presently
being implemented as a result of the explosion in
the publication of.serials in electronic media is the
addition of new "physical medium" codes (in the
008 field). When this has been fully implemented
the user of ISSN Compact will be able to tell
whether (for example) a title is a CDROM ,
diskette, online or printed journal.
Although acquiring an ISSN theoretically has
nothing to do with the legal deposit requirement,
the Legal Deposit Office and the ISSN UK Centre
do work closely together and new titles are
passed from one to the other. However, since
there is not as yet a legal deposit requirement for
electronic publications the Centre is totally
dependent on publishers requesting numbers for
these. An ISSN can be assigned on receipt of a
printout of the title screen or main menu (the
"chief source of information"), but it is also
extremely helpful to include photocopies of
labels, containers and documentation. This will
enable us to include any variant titles in the ISSN
record, just as for printed journals any variant
spine titles, running titles, cover titles etc are
included. As with printed journals, an ISSN can
bs assigned in advance of publication as long as
the relevant copies are forwarded once published.
Finally, may I take this opportunity to stress
some important points to publishers; the ISSN
does not confer copyright on a serial title, nor is it
connected with ownership of it. Its primary
purpose is identification, and so it is particularly
useful in distinguishing between identical titles.
For every assignment a unique "key title" is
created, qualified by additional data (most
commonly place of publication),if necessary. The
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only situation which demands a change of ISSN is
when the title of the serial changes; and I would
urge publishers to contact the Centre to inform us
of title changes before they occur so that the new
ISSN can be printed in the first issue of the new
title.
The address of the Centre is as follows:
ISSN UK Centre
The British Library
Boston Spa
Wetherby
West Yorkshire LS23 7EQ
Tel: 01937 546959
Fax: 01937 546979
E-mail: ISSN-UK@bl.uk
Useful guidance on applying for ISSN is given in:
Serial publications: guidelines for god practice in
publishing printed journals and other serial
publications. United Kingdom Serials Group,
1994
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